Luxe thrills in Lonavala's hills

DO YOU DARE TO DELLAC?

Dellac Adventure Park and Luxury Resorts offers beautifully constructed facilities surrounded by wooded areas. But, more than that, it's packed as India's largest extreme adventure park. With more than 30 activities spread over 45 acres, it's certain more than most can handle over a single weekend?

The base factor: Rating: ★★★★★

ND and chief designer Jim-Mayestry bring a geometric design aesthetic to the luxurious space. The five-star accommodations include Chef's Place (which manages to ensure a high standard of food) and the exclusive Dining Room and Continental, the very vegetarian Canteen dellac and the unique Puri Dhala. The same attention to detail extends across all their bars, lounges and nightclubs, the bakery, 24-hour spa and multiple swimming pools. Of note is the stint of the luxury resort's room at 120 sq ft each area, whose best feature was the layout with both a bathtub and a window with a view. The patio and terrace offered stunning views of the surrounding nature. On the other hand, panoramic views of the trees and bridge on the main road are a treat for corporate visitors. The hotel also offers various recreational activities including an outdoor pool for horse riding, rackets and tennis, which include a running track and a gymnasium, among other things.

The X factor: Rating: ★★★★★

The activities are divided into six zones and offer a variety of experiences. There's the 2,500-foot steeplechase track, the Longest Swing, a thrilling ride with a view of the entire property and surrounding hills. Then there's the bungee zipline Swing, the Rocker Flipper, which allows you to experience a sense of freedom on the bungee zipline Swing, a thrilling ride with a view of the entire property and surrounding hills. Then there's the bungee zipline Swing, the Rocker Flipper, which allows you to experience a sense of freedom.

The author is a freelance writer.

simulates Dellac's ski area with a guided lift to the snow in the near snow-white hills. With these leading to activities on the spectacular views, that's another way to get your blood racing this monsoon.

Dellac's Club Rooms are actually luxury 34 mats on the top of the hill. The view of the hills and the surrounding forests is breathtaking. One needs to reserve a table in advance to get the best view. The Jumbo Pass is Rs 999 per person, giving you access to every single activity. The room rates are subject to change and are subject to the availability of seats. Call 9999 3330 569 for more information.